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Phase jumps and interferometric surface plasmon resonance imaging
A. N. Grigorenko,a) P. I. Nikitin, and A. V. Kabashinb)

General Physics Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 38 Vavilov str., Moscow, 117942 Russia

~Received 19 July 1999; accepted for publication 25 October 1999!

Conditions at which phase of light demonstrates a markedly different behavior for close values of
system parameters as well as the Heaviside jump are discussed and explained in terms of phase
topology. On this basis, a method of interferometric surface plasmon resonance imaging is proposed
and applied to develop ultrasensitive affinity array sensors with a monoatomic thickness resolution.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!01851-3#
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Phase of a system is known to have nontrivial topolo
cal nature, since it is defined up to the value of 2p and is not
defined for the zero value of system parameters. This lead
different interesting features of phase behavior, which
clude, e.g., topological properties of the phase of a w
function in Aharonov–Bohm experiments,1 the Berry phase
of a quantum system,2,3 and the Pancharatnam phase o
light polarization.4 This is also a topological property that th
phase of an optical system manifests the Heaviside step
jump and markedly different behavior for close values
system parameters when the light intensity is crossing z

Indeed, let us consider the phase of the light reflec
from an optical system in the complex polarization planeE,
where phase corresponds to the polar angle. Being plotte
a function of the incidence angle~or the light wavelength!,
the reflected electric fieldEr forms a family of curves as
shown in Fig. 1. When the set of curvesEr crosses the origin
of the coordinates, the angle~wavelength! dependence of the
phase of the reflected light undergoes a dramatic cha
Between curve 1 with a monotonous decrease of the ph
and curve 3 with a nonmonotonous increase of the ph
there lies curve 2 with thep jump of the phase. It is neces
sary to note that the phases of neighbor points A1 and A3, B1

and B3 of curves 1 and 3, respectively, are close to ea
other. It is topology that totally changes the phase behav
the position of the origin of the coordinates is different w
respect to curves 1 and 3. In addition, the phase variat
become much quicker as the curve is getting closer to
origin of the coordinates.

In general, if a system amplitude parameter crosses z
then, the system total phase shows the Heavisidep jump as
well as markedly different behavior for infinitesimally clos
values of external parameters. For example, the phase o
p-polarized light reflected from an optical interface near
Brewster angle shows thep jump;5 the phase of the ligh
reflected from the Fabry–Perot interferometer demonstr
thep jump when the reflected light amplitude crosses ze5

and the phase of light near the focus of a lens hasp jumps
along the lens axis at the points where the light intensity
zero.5
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In particular, these considerations are directly applied
surface plasmon resonance~SPR!, which represents a very
important case for sensor applications. SPR is a resonan
in an angular~wavelength! dependence of the intensity of th
p-polarized light reflected from a metal in, e.g., the prism6 or
grating7 configuration. The dip is usually attributed to ligh
wave conversion to surface electromagnetic waves cou
with collective oscillations of free electrons in the met
~plasmons!. Indeed, the fast change of phase of the reflec
light under SPR was observed in ellipsomet
measurements,8 while the possibility of the step-like phas
jumps was confirmed by direct phase visualizations us
interferometry methods9,10 and by a numerical simulation o
Fresnel’s formulas.11 A remarkable SPR property consists
a dramatic dependence of the reflected light on the refrac
index of a medium, which is in contact with the SPR
supporting metal. This property has been used for the de
opment of a new generation of sensors,12 which makes pos-
sible studies of bio and chemical interactions in thin bindi
films deposited on the metal.13 In our previous works14,15

phase-sensitive SPR interferometry sensor schemes wer
troduced, which showed a dramatic gain in sensor charac
istics ~the sensitivity to a refractive index change was es
mated as 431028 in a model experiment with differen
gases!.15

Since infinitesimally small changes of system parame
can result in totally different phase behavior, one may ant
pate here a large potential for an improvement of the per
mance of SPR-based imaging and sensor methods. Late
show that the SPR phase jump and the strong dependen

h,

nie
FIG. 1. ~a! The set of curves of the electric field reflected from an optic
system as a function of the incidence angleu ~or the light wavelengthl!
plotted for different system parameters in complex plane.~b! The corre-
sponding phasew, as a function ofu ~or l!.
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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the SPR phase upon system parameters~for example, optical
thickness! can be used to improve the sensitivity of the SP
microscopy technique16–18 and develop interferometric SP
imaging~ISPRI! with monoatomic thickness and micromet
spatial resolutions. For this, we combine a SP
interferometer14 with a conventional SPR microscope16 by an
introduction of an additional reference beam, which int
feres with the SPR signal beam.

An example of the ISPRI installation is depicted in Fi
2. Here, a parallel beam ofp-polarized radiation is divided to
a signal and reference beams by a beam splitter~2!. The
signal beam is used for the SPR production in
Kretschmann prism arrangement.6 It is directed at the SPR
angle onto Au film~4! deposited on a glass prism~3!. A
thickness of the gold is selected to provide minimal reflec
light intensity within the SPR dip~5%–10% of the incident
light!, when the phase jump is the most abrupt~in our con-
ditions, the optimal thickness is about 50 nm!. The gold film
serves as one of the interferometer’s mirrors. The light
flected from the film is directed to a second beam spli
~11!, by which it is combined with the reference beam. Aft
an enlargement by an optical system~13!, an interference
pattern is recorded by a charge coupled device~CCD! cam-
era ~14!. The installation can work in the mode of th
Zernike phase contrast, where two beams are parallel to
other, and the phase and amplitude of the reference beam
selected by the use of a phase retarder~9! and polarizers~8!,
~12! to visualize phase changes. It can also work in the frin
mode, where two beams interfere at some angle and p
changes result in bending and moving of the fringe structu
In both cases, information about the phase of the signal b
can be obtained from the spatial intensity distribution in
interference pattern. Here, the interference angle is an a
tional parameter, which is adjusted to achieve desired lat
resolution and sensitivity. Note that the installation can
easily transformed to a mode of the conventional amplitu
SPR microscopy by blocking the reference beam. In our
periments, we analyze a response of the system when di
ent films ~including films of biological origin! are deposited
on the gold.

Higher resolution of the ISPRI method over the conve
tional SPR microscopy can be seen from Figs. 3~a!–3~c!,
which show the images of an ultrathin droplet of a fatty a
on the gold film. The presence of the droplet can be ea
detected in the phase contrast mode by an appropriate s

FIG. 2. Schematic of the optical setup for the interferometric SPR imag
~1! HeNe laser;~2!, ~11! beam splitters;~3! glass prism;~4! gold film; ~5!
binding or another film;~6! aqueous solution~if necessary!; ~7! water ~air!
chamber;~8!, ~12! polarizers;~9! phase retarder;~10! mirror; ~13! optical
system, and~14! CCD camera.
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tion of the phase and intensity of the reference beam~a!. In
addition, the droplet produces a bending of the interfere
fringe structure in the fringe mode~b!. However, the inten-
sity SPR contrast for this droplet is lacking since the conv
tional SPR microscopy finds nothing at the droplet posit
~c!. To get the latter image the reference beam of the in
ferometer was blocked and the installation was positione
the angle of the maximal intensity contrast. It is evident th
the improvement of the sensitivity can only be due to t
phase jump behavior discussed earlier. Taking into acco
the phase variation due to the droplet presence, we can
mate the thickness of the droplet from calculated depend
cies for the phase and intensity under SPR11 (h;1 A).

The ISPRI scheme was found to provide a monoatom
thickness resolution. The presence of the edge of a 5-A-th
Si film on the gold surface~this thickness corresponds t
three monoatomic Si layers! is easily detected by a distortio
and broadening of the interference fringes in the region
the edge as shown in Fig. 4~a!, while the amplitude SPR
microscopy is not capable to resolve it, see Fig. 4~b!.

Figure 5~a! presents responses of the phase-sensi
ISPRI ~curve 1! and the amplitude-sensitive SPR microsco
~2! to in situ reaction of gold with self-assembling thiol mo
ecules dissolved in an aqueous solution. The reaction res
in a formation of a superficial thiol layer on the gold. Th
process leads to a progressive change of the SPR condit

:

FIG. 3. The interferometric SPR images of a thin droplet of a fatty acid
1 mm in diameter on a gold surface:~a! in the Zernike phase contrast mode
~b! in the fringe mode; and~c! in the amplitude SPR microscopy mode. A
images represent measured raw data without an additional software pro
ing.

FIG. 4. The SPR images of the edge of a Si film with the thickness of 5
deposited on the gold surface by a thermal evaporation:~a! in the fringe
mode of the interferometric SPR imaging and~b! in the amplitude SPR
microscopy mode.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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which is accompanied by a change of the phase and inten
of reflected light. It follows from the figure that in contrast
the conventional SPR scheme, phase-sensitive ISPRI en
to observe initial stages of the reaction when the thiol la
on the gold is very thin.

Thus, taking an advantage of the Heaviside phase ju
the method of interferometric SPR imaging is able to det
objects and reactions that can not be resolved by the con
tional SPR microscopy. There are two sources that contrib
to the higher phase sensitivity of ISPRI. First, the maxim
changes of the reflected electric field due to a thickn
variation or a biochemical reaction occur at the minimum
the SPR curve, where the plasmon field that acts on te
medium is maximal. However, these changes affect only
phase of the reflected light and can not be seen by ampli
SPR. The phase contrast converts these phase change
the amplitude ones. Second, the phase and the amplitud
the reference beam of the interferometer can be chose
suppress the background light intensity without the degra
tion of signal. This serves to reduce the optical noise an
improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

It is known that SPR microscopy is unique in achievi
a high sensitivity in measurements of a two dimensio
~2D! distribution of a thickness of a studied film with a hig
lateral resolution~a subangstrom change itself of an avera
film thickness can be detected by a variety of another m
ods!. Using phase peculiarities, interferometric SPR imag
can remarkably improve the thickness resolution of the
image of a studied film. ISPRI can be easily adapted for
solution of modern tasks of bio19 and chemical20 recognition,
which require a combination of a high sensitivity with a fin
spatial resolution over the sensitive film. In this case,
processing of a 2D interferometric image allows one to
tect results of bio- or chemical interactions even though t
occur in several film fragments or cells. In particular, t
technique can be used in gene chips21,22 for affinity reaction
detection in an array and high throughput screen
analyses,23,24 which have to process simultaneously affin

FIG. 5. ~a! Temporal dependence for the phase~curve 1! and intensity~2! of
the beam reflected under SPR for reaction of self-assembling thiol
gold. ~b! The fringe mode interferometric SPR image of a Si test struct
with the cell dimensions 1003100mm2 and thickness of 2 nm.
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arrays consisting of numerous~up to 10 000! identical cells.
Figure 5~b! demonstrates the ISPRI fringe mode of comp
affinity microarrays. A fringe movement inside a cell caus
by a studied reaction provides the phase signal, while
intensity averaging over the fringe period yields the conv
tional amplitude~intensity! signal. It is important to note tha
dramatic changes of the SPR phase reveal themselves w
a narrow dynamic range of variations of a measured par
eter, near the dip of the SPR curve. To maintain the h
phase sensitivity over a wide dynamic range, it is necess
to use a feedback control imposed on the light wavelengt
order to keep the system parameter within the limits of f
phase changes.

In summary, we have discussed the topological prope
of phase and considered SPR as a prominent example o
Heaviside step-like phase behavior. We have shown that
jump can be applied to study ultrathin films and to impro
existing bio and chemical sensors. Other optical syste
with zero reflection or transmission, for example the Fabr
Perot interferometer or the Lummer–Gehrcke interferome
can also be used to develop the interferometric imaging.
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